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The invention relates to a device for guiding postal 
articles, forms or the like, to which said postal articles, 
forms or the like are offered in piles in order to be taken 
from the piles one by one and guided further sequentially. 
In feeding postal articles, forms, transfers, banknotes, etc. 
to sorting-machines, stamping-machines, adding-machines, 
etc., it is difficult to deliver only one document at a time 
from the pile to be treated to the relevant machine. In 
existing systems it happens that two or more documents 
stick together and are offered to the relevant machines 
together. 

Accordingly, it is an object of this invention to provide 
a simple, effective, efficient and economical machine which 
will remove and deliver one and only one sheet or postal 
article, or the like, from a pile or stack thereof without 
damage to said article regardless of its measurements or 
thickness. 

In the system according to this invention, a roller or 
cylinder has been provided, which has a slipping coupling 
with the driving-mechanism of a belt against which the 
postal articles, forms, or the like are pressed, and against 
which belt said roller also is pressed elastically. The 
belt acts on the first document of the pie and moves it 
forward between said belt and roller. When roller and 
belt are in direct contact with each other, or in contact 
with a single document, the direction of movement of the 
circumference of the roller is determined by and is the 
same as the direction of movement of the belt at that place. 
If there is more than one document between the roller and 
belt, the direction of movement of the roller is determined 
by the driving-mechanism and is opposite to the direction 
of movement of the belt. Thus, any surplus or extra 
document is guided in a direction contrary to the direction 
of movement of the belt, and the document stopped will 
not be guided further until the preceding document has 
passed the additional roller. 
Now the documents will always pass one by one, regard 

less of the measurements of the documents. The docu 
ments also follow each other immediately, which cannot 
always be said of existing mechanisms. This means an 
improvement of the coefficient of utilization. 
The above mentioned and other features and objects of 

this invention and the manner of attaining them will be 
come more apparent and the invention itself will be under 
Stood best by reference to the following description of an 
embodiement of the invention taken in conjunction with 
the accompanying drawings, wherein: 

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of one form of prior art 
device for removing flat articles by belts from a stack of 
such articles; 

FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of another form of prior 
art device for removing flat articles by belts from a stack 
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of such articles, including the employment of a reversely 
driving roller adjacent the stack or pile of articles and the 
take-off belt; 
FIG. 3 is an enlarged schematic diagram of a device 

according to this invention showing the normal operation 
of the device; 

F.G. 4 is an enlarged schematic diagram similar to 
that of FIG. 3 showing the return of an additional flat 
article which has been removed from the stack or pile by 
the belt; 
F.G. 5 is an enlarged perspective view of a device ac 

cording to the diagrams of FIGS. 3 and 4 for guiding 
postal letters, one at a time; and 

Fig. 6 is a vertical Sectional view of the slipping cou 
pling and roiler adjacent the pile or stack of articles op 
posite the take-off belt. 
A Well-known prior art system is illustrated in FIG. 1. 

A, B, C and D are transport rollers driven in the direction 
shown and moving conveyor belts S and T in the direction 
shown. Documents put in at A will be delivered sequen 
tially at C in a manner as shown. Z represents a pile of 
documents guided and stacked against a partition P and 
pushed with a force K against roller A. When moved by 
roller A, belt S will slip documents from pile Z and feed 
them at A between the belts S and T, where they are 
conveyed further. 
Now it happens that when two or more documents are 

slipped off together they also are moved on together. 
Another and improved prior art system is as shown in 

FIG. 2. According to this system an additional roller E 
has been provided, which is driven in the oppisite direction, 
but with a smaller circumferential velocity than the belts 
S and T. If now two or more documents get between 
belt S and roller E, only the document lying against the 
belt S is moved further, the others being returned to the 
stack or pile Z or stopped from movement until the upper 
documents are moved on one at a time by belt S. 

It is a drawback of this system that the forces acting on 
the two sides of the document moved forward, are in 
opposite direction. Thus it may happen that the docu 
ments guided are damaged. If this system is used for 
the transport of letters, thin airmail letters will be de 
stroyed. Moreover the friction between belt and docu 
ment must be larger than the friction between document 
and roller E. Further the introduction of a document at 
B is not simple, because the belt S moves in a direction 
opposite to that of roller E. 

FIGS. 3, 4 and 5 illustrate the system according to the 
invention. In these figures, F denotes the roller which is 
coupled by a slipping coupling to the driving-mechanism 
of the conveyor belt S. 

In FIG. 3 there is no document between the belt S and 
the roller F. Now the direction of movement of the 
circumference of roller F is determined by the direction 
of movement of the belt and both move in the same 
direction, as indicated in FIG. 3. 
The introduction of documents meets with no difficulties 

in this case. 
FIG. 4 illustrates the situation in which two documents 

Li and L2 are found between belt S and roller F. 
In this case the direction of rotation of roller F is 

determined by the driving-mechanism of the belt and the 
direction of movement of the circumference of roller F 
is opposite to the direction of movement of belt S. 
The first document L1 moves to the right due to a force 
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exercised on it by belt S. The second document L2 moves 
to the left due to a force exercised on it by roller F. 

Moreover the first document Li exercizes another 
force on the second document, L2 due to which the latter 
has a tendency to move to the right. The force exer 
cised on it by the roller, however, is larger than that 
exercized on it by the first document. So the first docu 
ment will move to the right, the second to the left. 
The second document L2 is only moved to the right 

by belt S after the first document L. has passed roller F. 
When there is only one document between belt S and 

roller F (see FIG. 5), roller F is no longer directly cou 
pled with the belt. Two forces act on roller F then. One 
of them is the force exercised on it by the passing docu 
ment, due to which the circumferential direction of the 
roller will be the same as the direction of movement of 
the belt at that spot. The other one is the force exer 
cised by the driving-mechanism of the belt, due to which 
a force will be exercised in the circumferential direction 
of the roller, contrary to the direction of movement of 
the belt at that spot. 
Now the coupling of F with the driving-mechanism of 

the belt is a slipping coupling, due to which the latter 
force will be a minimum with respect to the first, so that 
the documents will not be damaged. 
Thus the device sees to it that the documents pass one 

by one, regardless of their measurements. 
With existing devices the guiding of documents of dif 

ferent sizes always met with difficulties. 
Further the documents follow each other immediately; 

at this point too the existing devices failed more or less. 
Finally FIG. 6 illustrates the principle of a slipping coup 
ling. 
These slipping couplings are well-known. 3 designates 

the roller F, a rubber roller mounted on a shaft 4. This 
shaft is coupled via a felt disc 5 with a driving-shaft 6. 
The latter shaft is driven by a string or belt via a driving 
wheel 2. 
The shaft 4 can slip with respect to the shaft 6 due to 

the insertion of the felt disc 5. 
The measure of slip can be adjusted by means of bolts 7 

and 8, which can be screwed into the table 9 more or less, 
due to which the felt 5 is compressed more or less, respec tively. 

While we have illustrated and described what we regard 
to be the preferred embodiment of our invention, never 
theless it will be understood that such is merely exemplary 
and that numerous modifications and rearrangements may, 
be made therein without departing from the essence of the 
invention, 
We claim: 
1. Device for feeding out, one by one, sheets (Z) of 

laminar material, which together form a stack, said device 
comprising a positively driven conveyor member and a 
moveable friction member (F or 3) cooperating under 
pressure with the conveyor member (S), the cooperating 
parts of which members move along closed tracks and 
between which members the sheets are fed out, the direc 
tion of movement of the friction member being dependent 
on the possible presence between the friction member 
and the conveyor member of at least two superimposed 
sheets of laminar material (see FIG. 4), while the friction 
between the friction member and one of the sheets as 
well as the friction between the conveyor member and one 
of the sheets is greater than the friction between two of 
the sheets, continuously operating driving means 1, 2 for 
the friction member, including driving members and a 
slip clutch 5 between the driving members and the fric 
tion member, continuously tending to drive the friction 
member via the slip clutch, with a force which is always 
sufficient to overcome the friction between two of the 
sheets of laminar material, in a direction opposite to the 
direction in which the friction member is influenced by the 
conveyor member. 
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2. A device for removing one flat article at a time 75 

4. 

from a pile of said flat articles and guiding them sequen 
tially along a path, comprising: 

(a) a belt means moving transversely of said pile in 
friction contact with the article at one end of said pile. 

(b) roller means adjacent said pile pressed elastically 
against said belt means as it leaves said pile. 

(c) means for driving said roller means in the opposite 
direction of said belt means, and 

(d) a slipping coupling means between said driving 
means and said roller means, whereby the direction 
of movement of said roller means is dependent upon 
the possible presence between said roller means and 
said belt means of at least two superimposed flat arti 
cles, while the friction between said roller means and 
one of said articles as well as the friction between said 
belt means and one of said articles is greater than 
the friction between two of said articles, so that said 
means for driving said roller means tends to drive 
said roller means via said slipping coupling means 
with a force which is always sufficient to overcome 
the friction between two of said flat articles in a di 
rection opposite to the direction in which said roller 
means is influenced by said belt means, and thus said 
roller means only rotates in said opposite driven di 
rection when not in contact with said belt means or a 
single flat article between said roller means and said 
belt means. 

3. A device according to claim 2 including means for 
urging said pile and belt means into friction contact with 
each other. 

4. A device according to claim 2 including means to 
retain said pile of flat articles separate from said roller 
CaS. 

5. A device according to claim 2 wherein said flat arti 
cles include postal articles. 

6. A device according to claim 2 wherein said flat 
articles comprise sheets of uniforms size and thickness. 

7. A device according to claim 2 including means for 
adjusting the degree of slipping of said slipping coupling 
RealS. 

8. A device for removing postal articles, forms or the 
like, one at a time from a pile of said articles and guiding 
them sequentially along a path, comprising: 

(a) a belt means moving transversely of said pile in 
friction contact with the article at one end of said 
pile, 

(b) means for urging said pile and belt means into 
friction contact with each other whereby the article 
at said one end of said pile is in contact with said belt 
means, 

(c) roller means adjacent said pile elastically pressed 
against said belt means as it leaves said pile, 

(d) means to retain said pile of articles spaced from 
said roller means except for the articles in said pile 
adjacent said belt means, 

(e) means for driving the belt contacting surface of 
said roller means in the opposite direction of said 
belt means, and 

(f) adjustable slipping coupling means between said 
driving means and said roller means, whereby the 
direction of movement of said roller means is de 
pendent upon the possible presence between said 
roller means and said belt means of at least two 
Superimposed flat articles, while the friction between 
Said roller means and one of said articles as well as 
the friction between said belt means and one of said 
articles is greater than the friction between two of 
Said articles, so that said means for driving said 
roller means tends to drive said roller means via said 
slipping coupling means with a force which is always 
sufficient to overcome the friction between two of 
said flat articles in a direction opposite to the direc 
tion in which said roller means is influenced by said 
belt means, and thus said roller means only rotates 
in said opposite driven direction when more than one 
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article is removed from said pile by said belt means 2,951,575 9/1961 Gordon ------------- 198-35 
and moved into contact with said roller means so 3,044,770 7/1962 Breuers ------------- 271-36 
that said driving means for said roller means prevents . 
the further movement from said pile of all but said M. HENSON WOOD, JR., Primary Examiner. 
one article in direct contact with said belt means. HUGO O. SCHULZ, SAMUEL F. COLEMAN, 
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